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Message from Rhona

Message from our
Chief Executive
Welcome to the winter edition of Trust Talk, where we are celebrating the many many ways in which
our tenants and staff are kind to one-another. Our whole ethos at Trust is based on kindness, and
this is reflected in our new The Time Is Now strategy, where we have relaunched our values, while still
staying true to our core principles.

Our new values are:

Appreciating and valuing difference has also
always been a key Trust principle, and you’ll find
more information on page 37 about the work
we are about to start to gather some sensitive
personal information from all our tenants, staff,
applicants and Board members. Gathering this
information is vital - the better we understand
who we are serving, the better we will be able
to design services that meet everyone’s needs
in as wide-ranging a way as possible. I would
encourage you all to please share this information
with us, and, together, we will build a strong,
inclusive future.

We hope to share that future with some new
tenants, as the pandemic has left us with empty
properties across the country. While some
people are still reluctant to move, you may know
someone who would benefit from living in a Trust
property? Maybe you could help them, help us –
and gain £100 for yourself too! With this edition
of Trust Talk, you will find a flyer about living in
a Trust property – if you know anyone who you
think would be interested, please share it with
them, and we will be happy to catch up with
them and discuss their needs and preferences.
You’ll find the Registration Form for the £100
Refer a Friend scheme on Page 7.
In closing, I’d like to extend my very best wishes
to you all for the Festive Season, and I hope you
all have the best possible 2022.
Warmest wishes

This edition of Trust Talk shows us time and again how we have all been “here for each other”
throughout the COVID pandemic. As we all now try to learn to live with COVID, there is a difficult
balance to strike between minimising the COVID risk whilst also supporting people to socialise
and maintain their mental well-being. We understand that different customers will take different
approaches, but we would ask everyone to continue to be kind, be considerate of your neighbours
and try to appreciate everyone’s different perspectives.
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Refer a Friend

Refer a Friend
for Housing
and win £100
Sometimes housing providers like Trust have
housing available, which means that applicants
might not wait quite as long to move into
a new home.
It’s also important to also note that our Allocations Policy means that whoever has the greatest need
for housing is considered first, regardless where or when they apply for housing.
To ensure that as many people as possible get the chance of good quality housing with Trust we are
offering you the chance to Refer a Friend and for you to win £100 when your friend is offered and
then accepts a Trust property.
There is a flyer with this edition of Trust Talk for you to share with your friends, or anyone who
you think might be interested in living in a Trust property.

How it works?
1. Ask your friend to complete a Home For You application online at Home for You
(www.homeforyou.org.uk) or call us on 0800 368 8797 for an application form.
2. Ask them to return the attached registration form with their housing application form to us or
if applying online they should make a note in the comments box of your name, address and
contact number.
3. As soon as they are housed, contact us on 0800 368 8797 to claim your £100 prize.

Important things to note
• Only tenants who referred a friend can apply for the £100
• Friends can apply for any Trust development they are eligible for, not just the one their tenant
friend lives at
• Tenants applying to move to another Trust property are not eligible to apply
• Offers of housing will still be made in line with our Allocations Policy and Procedure
• The offer is valid for any applications made up to 31 January 2022 (the date your friend is
housed can be after this date).
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If at any time you or a friend need Housing Options advice, please do not hesitate to
contact us on 0800 368 8797.

Refer a Friend for Housing and win £100 Registration Form
Trust Talk Winter 2021 edition
Referrer’s details:
Name.......................................................................................................................................
Address....................................................................................................................................
Postcode..................................................................................................................................
Tel no.......................................................................................................................................
Email address ..........................................................................................................................
Signature .................................................................................................................................
Applicant’s details:
Name ......................................................................................................................................
Address ...................................................................................................................................
Postcode .................................................................................................................................
Tel no. .....................................................................................................................................
Email address ..........................................................................................................................
Signature..................................................................................................................................
Important things to note
• Only tenants who referred a friend can apply for the £100 prize
• Friends can apply for any Trust development they are eligible for, not just the one their tenant
friend lives at
• Tenants applying to move to another Trust property are not eligible to apply
• Offers of housing will still be made in line with our Allocations Policy and Procedure
• The offer is valid for any applications received by 31 January 2022
(the date your friend is housed can be after this date)
Return to
Customer Experience Support
Trust Housing Association Ltd
12 New Mart Road, Edinburgh, EH14 1RL
Or Email to ATeam@trustha.org.uk
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Staff availability and cover

Be kind … to the planet

As you have probably seen in the news there
is great pressure across the health and social
care sector regarding staff cover and recruitment
difficulties. We are heading into this winter
season with the ongoing challenges of COVID - it
continues to impact on all our own staffing as
well as the agencies and contractors that we use.
In addition, in the coming season we are also
battling the more common winter flus and colds
which can result in higher staff absence.

Some hints and tips to make a positive difference
to the planet – every little helps!

We are aware that over the last 18-24 months
as we have all been grappling with COVID,
lockdowns, restrictions and working within
Scottish Government guidance, at times in our
developments we have had to use our absence
cover arrangements more often, and for longer
periods, than ever before. We are working hard
on our recruitment and staff cover arrangements,
including using our staff volunteers where they
can support development staff and your service
delivery.

However, while all these challenges are still in
place, it is likely that at times over the coming
months, we will see an increased use of our
absence cover arrangements. We will adjust this
to respond to circumstances that arise.
We understand this is frustrating and can cause
some uncertainty, but we do appreciate you
bearing with us. Please be assured we are doing
all we can to resolve as much of it as we can as
quickly as we can.

Think about what you can do to save energy (and save some money too) as well as saving other
resources.

Save energy and save money
In addition to the agencies out there to help, small changes to your daily life can bring big savings.
Just follow some of these simple tips if you can:
• turn down your thermostat by 1°C
• on cold days, set your heating between 18°C and 21°C
• don’t place large pieces of furniture in front of heaters or cover your heater with washing if you have a chair or sofa in front of your radiator this is absorbing the heat that could be
warming your home. Try moving things around, even just for the winter months to allow the hot
air to circulate freely. The same rule applies if you have curtains that cover your radiator, or you
are drying clothes on radiators – try to keep them away from the radiator so that you can get
the most out of your heat source
• only fill kettles with the amount of water you need
• set your washing machine to 30-degree washes - this could save over a third of the energy
compared to washing at higher temperatures. Make sure you have a full load before putting
your wash on and limit your washes per week
• turn off lights if you don’t need them and turn off your TV and other appliances at night – don’t
leave things running on standby
• use low-energy lightbulbs which can last up to 10 times longer than traditional bulbs, using
80% less energy and potentially save you up to £60 over the lifetime of the light bulb
• wear an extra jumper or cardigan at home to save you turning up the heating too high, saving
on energy bills in the long run
• use a microwave rather than your oven – or cook in batches, freeze and microwave to heat up
• defrost your fridge to keep it in good working order
• if you are buying any new appliances, choose ones that are at least A-rated or have an Energy
Saving logo - these more efficient appliances could save you as much as £37 a year
• heat from the sun is free so make the most of it. Open your curtains and let the sunlight in
during the day. When it gets dark, shut your curtains – this acts as another layer of insulation
and keeps warmth in your rooms. It is worth considering purchasing thermal curtains or thermal
lining for your curtains, especially if you live in a property with high ceilings. You should also
make sure you don’t have any leaks or gaps so that the warm air can stay in and the cold air
stays out
• if you are due a gas service or feel your central heating is not working properly, please contact
the office and arrange for an engineer to visit before the festive period
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Be kind … to the planet
Warm Home Discount
Are you interested in getting £140 discount
off your electricity bill, or £140 credit to your
prepayment meter? The Warm Home Discount
is not widely advertised, so you may not have
heard of it. Many householders who are eligible
for this discount have no idea it exists. You can
find out more about the Warm Home Discount
and whether you’re eligible to apply for it at
Warm Home Discount Scheme - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
• Are you worried about increasing fuel costs?

Energy Advice Scotland can also make referrals
to Citizen’s Advice Scotland’s Extra Help Team
where an individual is particularly vulnerable
through age or ill health and require an advocate
to act on their behalf with energy companies or
their debt agencies.
Telephone 0808 196 8660 Monday to Friday
9am – 5pm. You can also send an email or
ask questions online via their website https://
energyadvice.scot

Home Energy Scotland

• Have you received bills that aren’t right?
• Or are you being threatened with being
cut off?

Energy Advice Scotland provide FREE practical
advice and information on energy related
matters. They can provide advice and information
if you:
• Have an energy enquiry relating to your
supplier, no matter how complex
• Wish to understand your supplier’s complaints
process
• Are experiencing ANY problems with your
energy BILLS
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If you’re worried about your bills, or finding it
difficult to keep warm at home, Home Energy
Scotland can help you access support to
improve things.
Home Energy Scotland is an energy advice
service funded by the Scottish Government that
provides free, impartial advice to help people stay
in control of energy use and save money on their
bills.

Money Talk Team

Home Energy Scotland can help in a range of
ways including:
• Help with making sure you are getting the
best energy deal
• Support for households with prepayment
meters who are worried about topping up
• Advisors can check eligibility for discounts
from energy suppliers such as the Warm
Home Discount Scheme under which you
could get £140 off your electricity bill for
winter 2021 to 2022.

How to get in touch

Navigating through the world of energy can be
challenging, but don’t worry there are plenty of
agencies out there to help you:

Energy Advice Scotland

The service has no affiliation with energy
suppliers and the team never cold call.

If you are, or someone you know is worried
about energy bills, call 0808 808 2282 or email
adviceteam@sc.homeenergyscotland.org and a
friendly advisor will be in touch. Calls are free and
lines are open Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm and
Saturday from 9am to 5pm.
Win £500 towards your energy bills with Home
Energy Scotland!

The Money Talk Team at Citizens Advice Scotland
is a service that offers money advice to older
people and families.
It helps explain how to make the most of your
income and make sure you’re not paying more
than you need to for services like gas, electricity,
and internet.
It can help you find out:
• what benefits you can get
• how to save money on your bills
• what other money you may be entitled to
You can chat to the Money Talk Team by calling
0800 085 7145.

How good is your energy saving knowledge?
Take Home Energy Scotland’s quiz to find out.
You’ll pick up tips to help you save energy
and money at home – and if you leave your
details, you’ll be in with the chance of winning
£500 towards your energy bills! You have
until Monday 28 February 2022. Take the quiz
at www.homeenergyscotland.org/win-cashtowards-your-energy-bills/
Trust is not affiliated with Home Energy Scotland
- we are promoting this service as we believe it is
in our customers’ best interest to be aware of this
service.
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Be kind … to the planet

Be kind … to your bank balance this Xmas

Age Scotland Helpline

Many of the hints and tips for being kind to the
planet will also save you money. The run up to
Christmas is an expensive time for many people
and it’s tempting to overspend. But we all know
that January will come, and all the good feelings
created by the spending on gifts and treats will
soon disappear, only to be replaced by worry and
anxiety as the bills catch up with us.

Save on travel

Age Scotland’s helpline is a free, confidential
phone service for older people, their carers, and
families in Scotland.

Welcome to the money pages - a round-up of
the help available from your Local Authority and
DWP.

Age Scotland have skilled advisers who are there
to provide information and advice on a range
of topics, including managing energy bills and
keeping your home warm. They also provide
friendship for when you just need a friendly chat.

Winter Fuel Payments

It’s free to call and available Monday - Friday 9am
- 5pm.
Call on 0800 12 44 222.
Or download their Warm and Well Guide at
Energy | Age Scotland (ageuk.org.uk)

ICE = internal combustion engine
Think about whether you need to travel at all,
and, if you do, what is the kindest way to do it?

Save plastic use

Save water

• Turn off the tap when cleaning your teeth –
every minute less saves 12 pints of water

Save on food

• Make a menu plan for the week, including
using up your leftovers, and stick to it
• Only buy what you’ll need to cover your menu
plan

• Consider using more plant-based foods –
even just once or twice a week, or mix in
some veg to a meat-based dish to use less
meat
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A Winter Fuel Payment is an annual payment to
help people who were born on or before 26 of
September 1955 with the costs of keeping warm
this winter.
The exact amount to be received will depend on
the circumstances during the qualifying week
(20 to 26 September 2021), such as age and
whether you live alone.
Payment should be automatic. However, the
winter fuel team may not identify you as being
eligible if you are not already in receipt of benefits
or a State Pension. In this case, you may need
to make a new claim. Only one claim is required,
after which payments will be automatic.

• Make sure you have a full load every time you
use your washing machine

• Sign up to something like
Join Our Food Waste Movement | Too
Good To Go

The government will again be making Winter Fuel
Payments for winter 2021/22 to people aged 66
or over.

• Use bars of shampoo and other toiletries,
rather than plastic bottles
• Avoid pre-packaged plastic bags of fruit and
veg

If you do qualify for a Winter Fuel Payment, you
will receive:

Circumstance

Born
between 27
September
1941 and 26
September
1955

Born on
or before 27
September
1941

You qualify and
live alone (or
none of the
people you live
with qualify)

£200

£300

You qualify
and live with
someone under
80 who also
qualifies

£100

£200

You qualify
and live with
someone 80 or
over who also
qualifies

£100

£150

You qualify, live
in a care home
and don’t get
certain benefits

£100

£150

You do not pay tax on Winter Fuel Payments.
The payment will be made over a number of
weeks from early November 2021 until Christmas
2021.
If you have not received your automatic payment
by January 2022 you should call the office that
pays your benefit or call the Winter Fuel Payment
Helpline on 0800 731 0160.
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Be kind … to your bank balance this Xmas
Scottish Government
£500 Self Isolation Grant

Our Welfare Benefits Officers are Aisha Nadeem
and Mykela Dunlop.

Here are some Top Tips to keep
on top of Christmas bills

large arrears and reduce the stress of money
difficulties.

The Scottish Welfare Fund administers the
Scottish Government Self Isolation Support
Grants (SISGs). The purpose of the grant is to
assist people in receipt of low incomes to selfisolate to prevent the spread of COVID-19. This
grant should support people to be able to afford
to comply with the Test & Protect Service’s
requirement for them to self-isolate during the
10-day period.

Local staff have been given training and can also
help with any queries you have regarding benefits
etc.

Pay your priority bills first – ensuring your RENT
is paid on time is the only way to guarantee
keeping the roof over your head. Setting-up a
direct debit means your rent can be paid on
the day you receive your income so you are not
tempted to spend it.

If you have a change of circumstances and are not
sure how you will meet your rent payments or if
you may be entitled to any benefits please contact
us - we are here to help and support you. Don’t
stick your head in the sand – just call us today!

People on low incomes are eligible to receive a
£500 grant if asked to self-isolate.
The Self-Isolation Support Grant helps those who
would lose income if they needed to self-isolate,
such as those unable to carry out their work from
home.
This grant is for those who will face financial
hardship due to being asked to self-isolate and
is targeted at people who are in receipt income
related benefits such as Universal Credit, with
some discretion to make awards to others in
financial hardship.
It is delivered through the existing Scottish
Welfare Fund, which is administered by your local
authorities.

If you would like more information on benefits
please speak with your co-ordinator, your
Customer Experience Partner or contact the
benefit team directly:
Office Direct Line:

0131 444 1200

Mobile:

Aisha
07899 987 769

Mykela
07957 948 335

Welfare Benefits Service
Trust Housing Association employs Welfare
Benefits Officers to support applicants and
tenants to maximise their income and apply for all
the benefits they are entitled to. Potential tenants
are offered a benefit check and a chat about their
financial circumstances and options available to
them. We offer free, confidential and impartial
advice and assistance with the claim process.
We are not just about letting out the property, we
want to make sure that our tenants are happy
and secure and not worrying about how they are
going to afford the next month’s rent.
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If you are worried about being able to pay your
rent, now is the time to contact your Customer
Experience Partner who will offer advice and
assistance.

(please only call between 9am and 5pm,
Monday to Thursday and 9am and 3.45pm
Friday).
Email: benefits@trustha.org.uk

We know that this year especially, things may
be harder for some tenants affected financially
by changes with Universal Credit, utility and
fuel price increases etc. And for many people,
Christmas is the time of year when household
budgets are at their most stretched, when there
are all manner of seasonal spending pressures.
We all have a long list of what we would like
to spend our money on this Christmas, but it’s
important that rent comes first to ensure you’re
not at risk of losing your home.
We are very grateful that most customers make
it their priority to pay their rent on time on the
1st of each month or a bit later but before the
month ends. Anyone who is struggling to pay
rent or who is in financial crisis should contact
us before they miss any rent payments. We can
offer benefit and budgeting advice, given in a
friendly and supportive way. Contacting your
Customer Experience Partner (Landlord) as
early as possible will reduce the risk of accruing

If you have wider money worries, we appreciate
how stressful it is being in debt and we will look
to find ways to get your account back on track
and if needed set up a repayment method.
Calling us is the first step in relieving the stress
you are under. Likewise, if you are receiving
letters from us, please see this as us trying to
contact you to help you get back on track - all
you need to do is call. Your Customer Experience
Partner (Landlord) will be happy to help and visit
if you would find that easier. And you can contact
our Welfare Benefits Advisers to make sure
you are getting all the benefits you are entitled
to - you may qualify for universal credit or other
benefits to top-up your existing income and help
pay your rent.
You can also contact your local council or
Citizens Advice Bureau to access advice. The
below specialist debt advice organisations offer
free advice and some of our customers have
found their services helpful.

Stepchange

0800 138 1111

Christians
Against Poverty

0800 328 0006
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Be kind … to your bank balance this Xmas
Five Easy ways to pay your Rent
1. Direct Debit - It’s safe and easy for you, you have lots of protection that makes
sure you know what payments are being taken and when. Your Customer
Experience Partner (Landlord) can set up your Direct Debit over the phone – it’s
safe and fast and you are protected by the Direct Debit Guarantee Scheme that
protects you should payments ever be made in error or fraudulently.
2. Allpay Card – You can use your Allpay Card at the Post Office or any local
PayPoint. This lets you pay by cash or card at your convenience.
3. Allpay App – You can download the Allpay App on to your mobile device which
will allow you to make payments anytime, anywhere.
4. By Telephone – If you are a tenant of Trust Housing Association you can pay
using a debit or credit card by calling us on 0131 444 1200. We can take your
payment securely over the phone using Allpay’s Callpay portal. Alternatively, if
you are a tenant of Wishaw and District Housing telephone 01698 377200.
5. Bank Transfer – For those tenants of Trust Housing Association who wish to set
up a standing order or use online banking to pay your rent our bank details are:
Sort code 83-06-08
Account 21426140
Reference Number – you must enter your own ‘Tenancy Reference Number’
For tenants of Wishaw and District Housing the bank details to use are:
Sort code 82-68-28
Account 50220340
Reference Number – you must enter your own ‘Tenancy Reference Number’
If you require details of your tenancy reference number, please telephone your
Customer Experience Partner who will provide this information. Please do not be
tempted to miss out the reference number as your payment may go astray.

Your home is at the heart of your family
don’t put at risk it for Christmas
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DON’T buy on impulse then worry
about how you are going to pay
your bills – you won’t actually enjoy
Christmas for worrying. Make a list and
stick to it – don’t buy for the sake of it ask yourself if you can afford it first.
DON’T borrow from door to door
lenders – excessively high rates of
interest mean you will be paying back
the loan for years to come. You will
also be harassed by creditors collecting
payment.
Shop smart – see if there are cheaper
alternatives available.
Build up enough credit in your rent
account by paying extra throughout
the year so you know your rent will be
covered during such a pressured time.
Don’t get caught up in a retail festival
and feel obliged to give, especially if
you know you can’t afford it. Be honest
with family and friends - they may feel
the same and remember - the perfect
Christmas is the one that you can
afford. Chat to family and friends about
the best ways to give gifts (if you have
to give them at all). Is everyone maybe
thinking things could be done differently
but are reluctant to say? You could all
set a maximum spend limit, or do a
Secret Santa with family and friends
and put a limit on the spend of £5 or
£10 - this means you buy one present
each rather than buying for everyone,
or only give each other handmade gifts.
It’s about making each other feel good,
not spending a fortune on things that
people may not even want or need!

Look for ideas on the internet for cheap
or free ways to celebrate – for example
at 22 free (or very cheap) ways to
sprinkle some Christmas magic
(moneysavingexpert.com) Or use
money savings websites for lots of extra
ideas - 44 Christmas MoneySaving
Tips - MoneySavingExpert. Use eBay,
FaceBook Marketplace, Gumtree,
Freestuff, Preloved and all the other
sites where people sell or give away
stuff they no longer want.
Set-up a credit union account in
January to start saving for next
Christmas.
Free, impartial advice, including a
Christmas Budget planner can be found
on the Money Advice Service website:
https://www.moneyadviceservice.
org.uk/en/tools/christmas-moneyplanner
Think about things that have made
Christmas special for you in the past –
special memories often do not involve
spending lots! Remember – it’s just one
day – whatever you do can feel very
special, without breaking the bank.
Give yourself the best Christmas
present – a debt-free New Year to look
forward to, with a clear rent account
and no worries.
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Be kind … to yourself

Being kind
to yourself is
so important
in these
challenging
times.
There’s lots you can do to avoid money worries by following the advice on previous pages on saving
on energy costs and avoiding debt but being kind to yourself covers much more than that. Here are a
few ideas to help get you through the winter.
Get outdoors in natural daylight as much as possible. Open your curtains to let daylight in
and go outside every day if you can.
Get a good night’s sleep – go to bed and wake up at the same time every day, regardless
of how early it gets dark! Have a comfortable relaxed bedroom, with warm bedding and turn
off all your screens.
There’s no quick fix for stress, but there are some simple things you can do to help to
reduce it. Many people find adding meditation, yoga, breathing exercises or mindfulness
techniques into their day helps them to calm down and feel more relaxed.
Get regular exercise if you can – it may be the last thing you want to do when you’re feeling
tired on dark winter evenings. But you might be surprised by how energetic you feel after
getting involved in some kind of physical activity every day. Exercising in the late afternoon
may help to reduce early-evening fatigue and also improve your sleep. Try to reach the
recommended goal of 150 minutes of exercise a week.
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Being overweight or underweight can affect your energy levels and leave you feeling sleepy.
So it’s important to make sure you eat a healthy, balanced diet. You’ll have more energy if
you include plenty of fruit and vegetables in your comfort meals.
Winter vegetables – such as carrots, parsnips, swede and turnips – are generally fairly
cheap and can be roasted, mashed or made into soup to provide a warming winter meal.
And classic stews and casseroles are great options if they’re made with lean meat or
pulses, and plenty of veg. See our recipe for Winter Veg Soup on Page 62.
Don’t use the cold winter months as an excuse to stay in and lounge around. Instead, get
out by yourself or with the whole family to try out a new activity – maybe something sporty
like ice skating, or just taking a gentle winter walk on the beach or through the park.
Regular exercise helps control your weight, boost your immune system, and is a good way
to break the tension that can build up if people are constantly cooped up inside.
Winter is the perfect season for porridge. Eating a warm bowlful on a cold morning isn’t just
a delicious way to start your day, it also helps boost your intake of starchy foods and fibre.
These foods give you energy and help you feel fuller for longer, stopping the temptation to
snack mid-morning. Oats also contain lots of vital vitamins and minerals.
Lots of different organisations are restarting lots of activities, giving you the opportunity to
try something new and learn something to either fill your time, or to improve your skills to
maybe get new job or different employment.
For Wishaw and District tenants, CAB currently has CSCS health and safety &
employability courses that some Advice for Tenants and Residents (AFTAR) clients
can tap into. This is free to AFTAR clients if aged 16-24. Others can tap into Individual
Training Account funding and can be given help to apply if needed.
There are outreach sessions in:
• Forgewood Community Centre - open for computer learning on a Wednesday 9-11 (except last
Wednesday of the month) and Friday Job club 9-11
• South Wishaw Parish Church - open Thursdays for computer learning 1-4 and Friday Job Club
1-4pm
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Be kind … to yourself
Sometimes, being kind to yourself just
means snuggling up in front of the
telly. This shouldn’t cause any worries
but we realise that, for some tenants,
it recently has … we are trying to get
things sorted ….

Unfortunately, we cannot tell you not to pay any
demand for full license payment that you get
from TV Licensing. They have said that if you
pay you will get a refund once they process
the concessionary licenses. You can, as a TV
user, complain direct about any demands for
payment. You can find the details for complaints
on their website. - Making a complaint - TV
Licensing™
There has been an increase in scammers
targeting TV Licensing customers. Scammers
use email, letters, text and phone and use
images that look genuine.

Some tenants are eligible for a concessionary TV
License but in recent months we have found that
TV Licensing have been behind in processing
renewal concessionary licenses.
This has been worrying some tenants who have
also been receiving demands for payment for
a full TV License when they are eligible for a
concessionary license and have had one for
some time.
At Trust we collect the concessionary payment
when TV Licensing send the annual renewal
application. However, these are not always being
sent to us and when they are received, some are
very late. We have also renewed some licenses
but some tenants are still getting payment
demands from TV Licensing.
We have escalated our concerns with TV
Licensing, and they are starting to investigate.
However, they have said that they do have a
backlog and will get things back on track asap.
It is important for you to know that we are being
proactive now and sending in annual renewals,
even though we have not received the normal
notifications and we are ensuring that the
concessionary licenses are paid and up to date.
We will also keep advising TV Licensing of the
need to process these as quickly as possible for
our customers.
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STOP
CHECK
ASK

STOP - don’t rush into
sharing your personal
information.
CHECK - whether
communications are
genuinely from TV Licensing.
ASK for advice.

Information has been shared with local staff that
will help them to help you to identify whether
anything you receive is genuine – stay alert!

And sometimes being kind to
yourself means staying safe in
your home
Tenant safety, and compliance with
government guidelines, are priorities for
us at Wishaw & District/Trust Housing
Association and we need you, our
tenants, to help us to maintain our high
standards by providing access to your
property to carry out important safety
checks.
As per section 5.2 of your Scottish
Secure Tenancy Agreement, we have
the right to come into your house to
inspect it and its fixtures and fittings
(such as the fire alarm and Community
Alarm Systems) or carry out repairs
to it or to an adjoining property during
reasonable times of the day. We will
give you at least 24 hours’ notice in
writing.
If you refuse us entry, we will have the
right to make forcible entry provided
we have given you every reasonable
opportunity to let us in voluntarily.
Please note, if we have to make forcible
entry in this situation, you are liable for
the costs of replacement locks and
any damage reasonably caused. In an
emergency, we have the right to make
forcible entry to your house without
notice.

Examples of circumstance when we will need
access to your property for us to be compliant
and for your safety are:

Electrical Safety Inspections
In order for us to demonstrate that we are
compliant with Element 45 - Safe Electrical
Systems - of the Scottish Housing Quality
Standard (SHQS) we must organise electrical
safety inspections by a competent person at
intervals of no more than 5 years.
We are in the process of setting up a dedicated
programme of Fixed Wire Testings which will
produce Electrical Installation Condition Reports
(EICR) for all our properties and the appointed
contractor will contact you direct to make
arrangements for access as required.
These inspections are necessary to ensure
that the electrical system in your home is, and
continues to be, in a safe condition. As part of
the inspection the electrician may be required to
carry out any essential electrical repairs which are
identified.

Gas Safety
We are required by law to maintain/inspect gas
appliances and pipework and issue our tenants
with a Landlord’s Gas Safety Record at intervals
of not more than 12 months and we aim to
carry this out on a 10-month cycle to ensure a
Gas Safety Inspection is undertaken within the
12-month anniversary.
PLEASE NOTE YOU MUST ENSURE THAT
YOU HAVE ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF GAS
AND ELECTRICITY WITHIN YOUR METERS
FOR THE GAS SAFETY CHECK TO BE
CARRIED OUT.
We are delighted to report 100% for our annual
gas safety checks to date.
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Be kind … to yourself
If you smell gas in your home
• Put out all cigarettes and other naked lights
• Switch of all gas appliances
• Turn the gas off at the mains (this is usually
beside your gas meter)
• Make sure you do not turn on any lights or
other electrical switches as this could cause a
spark
• Phone TRANSCO on the emergency number
0800 111-999

Smoke alarms
As widely reported, the Scottish Government has
introduced new legislation around fire safety in
our homes meaning that everyone in Scotland
has the same level of protection whether they
own or rent their home. The new standard
requires
• One smoke alarm in every circulation space
on each storey, such as hallways and landings
• One smoke alarm installed in the room most
frequently used for general daytime living
purposes

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service –
Test it Tuesday
Don’t forget Test it Tuesday…..
A simple press of the test button on the alarm will
show you instantly if your alarm is working and
could save your life. If you suspect your smoke
alarm is faulty or damaged please advise us
urgently.
• Unfortunately some people are unkind and
don’t think about the safety of others –
vandalism at our playparks
Wishaw and District Housing provides and
maintains playparks within our local areas giving
children within our community a safe environment
to play and have fun, encouraging them to go
outdoors and enjoy physical activity. However
we have experienced mindless acts of vandalism
which not only results in safety issues but money
which could be spent improving the parks is
going, instead, to repairing them.
Below is a picture of vandalised equipment from
one of our playparks

The 12 Safe Days of Christmas
Check your
Christmas tree lights
conform to the
British Standard.

1

Decorations can
burn easily. Don’t
attach them to
lights or heaters.

4

Most fires start
in the kitchen.
Never leave cooking
unattended.

7

• One heat alarm installed in every kitchen
All these alarms should be ceiling mounted and
interlinked (when one alarm is triggered it will be
sounded through all other alarms).

10

• Where there is a carbon fuelled appliance
– such as a boiler, fire (including open fires)
or heater – or a flue, a carbon monoxide
detector is also required. This however does
not need to be interlinked.
If your property does not meet the above
standards, please urgently contact us.
All our contact details are on the back cover.
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Our children deserve better than this. We ask - if
you see any acts of vandalism to the playparks or
if you know who is involved please report it to the
Police by phoning 101.

Check the
battery in your
smoke alarm
every week
and use Christmas
as a reminder to clean
it and remove dust.

Never place
candles near your
Christmas tree or
furnishings. Don’t
leave them burning
unattended.

Never overload
electrical sockets.
Always switch
Christmas lights
off and unplug them
before you go to bed.

2
5
8

3

Make sure your
family and visitors
staying for the
festive period know
what to do in
an emergency.

6

The risk of accidents,
especially in the
kitchen, is greater
after alcohol
is consumed.

9

If you are planning
to celebrate with
fireworks, store them
in a metal box, read
the instructions, never
go back to a lit firework
and keep a bucket
of water nearby.

Make sure
cigarettes are
completely
extinguished
before you go to bed.

Keep candles,
lighters and
matches out of
reach of
children.
Never leave burning
candles unattended.

Take the time
to check on
relatives and
neighbours this
Christmas. Make
sure they are fire safe.

11

12

Have a very Happy and Safe Christmas and New Year
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Be kind… to your home through the winter

Are YOU
ready for
Winter?……
Our weather can be very unpredictable therefore
we should all prepare for another cold, wet
and windy winter season ahead. Such severe
weather can lead to all sorts of problems in and
around the home. While tenants in our staffed
developments have staff to think about such
things, for many other tenants, here are some
handy hints to help you deal with whatever the
winter throws at us…

Use your trickle vents
Although the instinct is to batten down
the hatches and trap as much heat as
possible in your home please make
sure your rooms are properly ventilated
through using the trickle vents on your
windows, or opening windows from
time to time, particularly in bedrooms
while sleeping. This will help prevent
a build-up of warm, moist air that can
lead to condensation if left unchecked.
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Boiler and heating problems
Some boilers have a condensing pipe that drains to the outside and the liquid in this pipe
can freeze in extremely low temperatures causing the boiler to shut down. If this happens
pour warm water (not boiling water) over the pipe and this will defrost the trapped liquid and
allow the boiler to fire up again.
The pressure gauge on your boiler should sit between 1.5 and 2.0 when the boiler is
running. If the pressure keeps dropping then there may be a leak in one of the heating
pipes. Report this fault and we will attend as soon as we can.

Frozen pipes
Frozen pipes can cause a lot of
disruption – from lack of water and
heating to water damage if the pipes
burst – so it is important to keep the
water flowing. Keep the heating on,
even at a low temperature, during
severe cold weather to prevent pipes
freezing up.
If pipes do freeze you can try to defrost
them with a gentle heat from a low
voltage fan heater or even a hair-drier.
Do not use a gas heater as this fierce
heat could damage the pipes and
cause a burst. Keep an eye on things
as pipes defrost in case there is a leak,
and be ready to turn the water off as
necessary.
If pipes do burst report this to us
immediately and turn off the water
supply. Make sure you know where your
water stop-cock is and how to turn
off the water. Use buckets and towels
to contain water leakage as much as
possible to limit damage – the quicker
you can turn the water off the less
damage there will be to the building and
to your own possessions.

Particularly cold temperatures can cause a drop in gas pressure and, in extreme cases,
can cut off your gas supply. Unfortunately, we can do nothing to restore the gas supply
and in these circumstances you must contact Scotia Gas Networks on their National Gas
Emergency number 0800 111 999.

How to Bleed a Radiator
If your radiators have cold patches at the top but are warm at the bottom you need to bleed
them to let the trapped air escape and the hot water to circulate freely again. If you are able
to bleed your radiator you will need a radiator bleed key, a cloth to catch any water leakage
and a container or towel to place under the radiator.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Turn the central heating on
Check all radiators for cold spots
Turn the central heating off
Find the first radiator to bleed
Locate the bleed valve on that radiator
Put a towel on the floor under the radiator
Insert the radiator bleed key
Turn the key anti-clockwise and listen for a hiss
Wait for the hissing to stop and turn the key back again
Bleed other radiators that require bleeding
Check boiler pressure
Turn the central heating back on

Note: If you have pressurised central heating system you may notice that the pressure
gauge on your boiler has dropped since bleeding your radiators, if that’s the case you will
need to top the boiler pressure back up before turning the heat back on.
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Be kind… to your home through the winter
Leaking and broken gutters and downpipes
If you notice a leaking or broken gutter or rainwater pipe report this to us straight away and
we will attend as soon as we can. Until the fault is repaired please be extra vigilant as the
ground around the pipe may be slippery. In particularly bad weather it may not be safe for
our contractors to attend to the repair straight away – for example, if there is snow or ice on
the ground or if there are high winds. Be assured that we will attend to all reported repairs
once it is safe to do so.

Snowy and icy paths
If you are a General Needs or Amenity tenant, it is your responsibility to clear snow or ice
from the paths and roadways around your house. If you have an elderly neighbour or know
someone who could use some help, why not offer to clear their paths too? Being a good
neighbour and clearing paths of ice and snow is a kind, practical step that most of us can
take during cold weather. A helping hand with this can make all the difference for people
who may be unable to clear their own paths, or who need to use local paths to access
services.
The local Council will clear main roads and provides grit bins for residents’ use on minor
roads and paths.

Failure of power, or other services
The utility companies in Scotland have well-tested plans in place to deal with all kinds of
events, but services can be cut off from time to time. There are steps you can take now that
will help you cope with any loss of utilities in over the winter months:
• Tenants with a pull cord will be able to get help and advice by using their cord or
pendant
• A battery powered radio will help you stay in touch with the news following a power
failure.
• Keep mobile phones and lap top computers fully charged, so you will have use of
battery power for a short time at least if there is a power cut.
• Make a list of all the telephone numbers you might need, and keep them handy. Here are
a few to get you started.
• National Gas Emergency Service (if you smell gas): 0800 111 999
• Scottish Power Energy Networks (central and southern Scotland): 0800 092 9290
• Scottish Water: 0800 077 8778
Further advice on preparing for winter can be found on the Scottish Government website:
www.readyscotland.org
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Being kind to our homes means keeping them in good condition,
with upgrades when necessary. Many different projects have made
excellent progress over the past few months.
New lifts
Trust has programmed over £300k worth of passenger lift refurbishment works this year
with Classic Lifts - it is a mixture of lift controller upgrades and full lift refurbishments.
The work is being done due to the age of the passenger lifts and the availability of spare
parts. We do not want to be in a position where any lift has a serious breakdown and we
are unable to repair it. If this happened, then it could be out of service for up to 15 weeks. It
is therefore important that we are doing the works now.
The lifts at the following developments have already been completed successfully:
• Airdrie
• Appleyard Court Bellshill
• Loanhead
• Matheson Road Stornoway
• Bearsden
The remainder of the projects will take place from the end of this year until March 2022:
• Calton
• Corstorphine
• Kirkriggs Court Forfar
• Burntisland
We would like to thank residents and staff in the above developments for their continued
patience living/working without a passenger lift whilst the works are onsite.

New bathrooms and kitchens
We’ve also been busy renewing
bathrooms and kitchens at the
Killin development, Ballenchroisk
Court. Response BMS was the
contractor there.

Before ….

After …..
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Be kind… to your home through the winter
New windows

New dining area and kitchen

The people in the photos are Tom
Cavanagh SIDEY Business Development
Manager, with Kirsty McCourt Trust
Maintenance Officer and Pauline
McGuckin, 28 Edzell Gardens.

The new communal kitchen and
increased dining area were required
to accommodate the increase in meal
services at Calton. The start date was
originally planned for spring 2020
however was put on hold due to the
pandemic. Following a relaxation of
restrictions, we managed to commence
phase 1 of the works which included
stripping out and installing a new
commercial grade kitchen in December
2020. We managed to complete this by
January 21 however further pandemic
restrictions delayed the commencement
of phase 2 and 3 of the works.

SIDEY have successfully installed over half
a million pounds worth of windows and
doors in the ML2 area around Wishaw
from April to July 2021.
SIDEY are currently working on Phase 2 of
this project which will see the replacement
of all windows in 86 properties, as well
as some common close windows and
external doors in main door properties.
This commenced at the end of September
2021 and is estimated to be completed
early November 2021.
The budget for the second phase of this
works is just under £300k.
Pauline McGuckin, who lives at 28 Edzell
Gardens is very pleased ‘I am delighted with my new windows
and doors, the contractors did a great
job and the disruption was minimal.
The old windows were draughty and
we could hear noise from outside. The
new windows look great and keep the
draughts out. My new front door lets light
into my hallway where before we always
had to have a light on as there was no
glass at all. Overall we are really happy
with the job from start to finish.’
Trust issued feedback forms and any
returned in time were entered in a
prize draw for the chance to win a £50
Morrisons voucher - kindly supplied by
SIDEY.
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In June 2021, we managed to
commence both phase 2 and 3 of the
works which entailed increasing the
dining area by stripping out the old
kitchen and store areas then knocking
through the wall to the old dining area.
Works were completed in August 2021.
Tenant, Rosemary Comeford, tells us
that she thinks the lounge is lovely now
and she is enjoying using it and tenant
Elizabeth Finlayson tells us she thinks
it’s a great space to meet up with her
friends over a coffee.
Trust Cook, Jimbo, previously worked
at Calton when the domestic cooker we
used to work with was very challenging
at the best of times to cope with,
even though the numbers of meals to
be cooked were low. Now, with the
upgraded kitchen, and the number of
tenants having meals increasing, he
says it is a pleasure to come in to work,
not only in the new kitchen but with a
great team!

From this ….

To this …..

And from this …

To this ……

and this …..
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Getting To Know You ……
Tell us about your time with Trust?

I joined Trust in August 2016 and was so
impressed from the minute I arrived for my
interview at the Pollokshaws development! I was
met at the front door by two tenants who showed
me round, asked me some questions and really
put me at my ease. It meant that I was able to relax
and give my best in the interview, which was great
as it meant I got the promotion I wanted (I’d been a
Senior with the Richmond Fellowship until then).
And then I started as the Pollokshaws Housing
Care Manager – I absolutely loved it! Everyone
was so welcoming! The place always has such a
buzz – staff and tenants all buzzing about doing
lots of different things. It’s just a happy homely
community with a really good feel! I saw the
service and all the tenants and staff evolve and
develop in my time there. It was a relatively new
Housing With Care Service when I started and it
developed hugely, with more and more tenants
receiving all their care from Trust staff. This is
so much better for everyone as it gives proper
continuity and the chance for strong relationships
to develop between the team and the tenants,
which means a high quality of care and support.
Throughout my time there I had great support
from my manager and she gave me lots of
opportunities to get involved in different projects,
which meant that, when I’d been at Pollokshaws
for 4+ years I had the opportunity to be seconded
into a Service Manager’s post, and then, from
there, into my new role as a Customer Experience
Partner on the Landlord side of the business. I’ve
had a few different managers in my time and have
learned something different from them all!

So what does being a Customer
Experience Partner (Landlord) mean
on a day-to-day basis?

It means my job is still all about supporting tenants
– it’s just supporting them in different ways. I help
people to make sure they can pay their rent and
try to be as supportive and positive as I can –
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there’s no point in people worrying about debt as
it just doesn’t get any better until we start to fix it
together. I try to make people feel comfortable and
then we can start to sort things - through setting
up a repayment programme, sorting out benefits
or budgets, or whatever it takes to get someone’s
finances back onto a even keel. People think that
we want to take their home away from them if
they’re in arrears – that’s absolutely the last thing
on my mind! I want to help them to get settled and
to sustain a good tenancy for a long long time. It’s
just so important that people speak with me when
I call.
I’m dealing with a lot of empty properties due to
the pandemic, so one of my main focuses right
now is to try to support new people to become
Trust tenants. It’s reassuring to know that we
have such a good reputation out there – so many
applicants apply because they already have a
good knowledge of our housing and our services.
Having the right housing can make such a
difference to someone’s quality of life and there is
a great opportunity at the minute for people to be
rehoused quickly and successfully into one of our
communities. For someone to be in a warm and
comfortable home ahead of the winter is a really
positive thing!
I also deal with complaints and anti-social
behaviour issues – in fact anything to do with
anyone’s tenancies!
My patch covers East Renfrewshire, South
Lanarkshire and East Ayrshire – I have been
getting out to visit colleagues and tenants, but
things are still quite limited while we try to work
in a COVID-safe way. So I spend a lot of time on
the phone, but I still fell like I am getting to know
people and they are getting to know me – and it’s
through these supportive personal relationships
that I can get my job done! I’m really looking
forward to getting to know everyone who lives and
works in my patch.

What do you enjoy most about your job?

It is just that whole thing about making a positive
difference in people’s lives. I have a genuine
interest in making people’s lives better and making
sure their needs are met in the best possible way.
People are sometimes amazed when they get
offered a house – they can’t believe that it could
happen, and happen so quickly – but those calls
are such a good feeling – no matter how busy you
are, those wee positive sparks through every week
keep you going!

This edition of Trust Talk is all about
kindness. What does kindness mean
to you in Trust?

It means so many different things. During the
first half of the pandemic, I was working in the
Pollokshaws team and the kindness that they
showed to each-other and to the tenants was
just amazing! The staff did so much to motivate
one-another, especially in the beginning when
it was all so scary. We debriefed at the end of
every shift and tried to focus on what had gone
well and that was very positive as people were
leaving the building going home to their families
in a positive frame of mind. We worked on the
basis that nobody was finished till everybody was
finished, and that got us through! It was tough
for people who were travelling into work – just
turning up every day was a big big deal, and it was
especially hard for colleagues who were travelling
by public transport – sometimes the buses were
few and far between so someone always waited
at the bus stop with them – that was just a kind
and supportive way of all looking out for each
other. The team were just amazing – mucking in
and helping each-other was what got everyone
through!
The staff all thought about the tenants too – and
did crazy things to brighten up their days like
bringing in a guitar so we could all have a singsong in the car park, with the tenants safely
watching from their own windows. We had big
bunches of balloons brought in, boxes of treats

and toiletries, and Metros from the station for all
the tenants to read. We did story telling and story
writing and postcards – any ideas that anyone
could come up with the fill the time. Going the
Extra Mile is just what we do! So many tenants’
families were reluctant to visit and the team really
stepped up to fill the tenants’ lives with as much
happiness and kindness as we could. They were
incredible!
There is such a culture of kindness at Trust – even
now in my new role, I get such fabulous support
from colleagues. Nothing is ever too much bother
for anybody! If you need any help or have any
questions, you only need to ask and someone
is always there for you. It’s a positive working
environment, and it’s helping to get us all through
this time of change and uncertainty.

Is there more to your life than Trust?!

Of course! My work fills a lot of my time and
my thoughts, but I have two primary school
children so they keep me on my toes! I spend
my life making sure they are at the right place at
the right time for the many and varied activities
they’re involved in – their life is my life! We like to
go cycling at the weekends and it’s good to get
out and about in the fresh air. I also run the local
Beavers Group on a Friday night and, interestingly,
the wee boys are all working on their Kindness
in the Community badges at the minute. They’ve
been involved in drawing pictures for older people
and there are plans for making Christmas cards
soon - so that will be fun!

Lisa Devlin
Customer Experience Partner (Landlord)
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Staff who’ve been kind for a long time

Some of the people who kindly give freely of their time

Some of our staff have been being kind to Trust
tenants for a long time, and their long service is
very much appreciated, as our Chief Executive,
Rhona McLeod, acknowledged:

Some people give freely of their time to
make Trust better for tenants, and we
thank them all for their time and commitment.

“The pandemic has meant that many of the usual
things that we would do to celebrate long service
have been curtailed, and that has been such a
pity. We have so many in the Trust team who
have worked with us for many many years and
their loyalty and hard work is really valuable to
Trust – it’s our colleagues and tenants who make
us the great organisation that we are. Although
this article can only show a few people who have
worked with us for a long time, I want to extend
my grateful thanks to each and every one of
them.”
Congratulations to our long serving member of
staff Carolanne Campbell who has clocked up 15
years of service at Mission Place in Motherwell
as a Supported Housing worker. Often going
above and beyond the call of duty she is
resident gardener, event organiser and expert on
Christmas decorations. Mission Place tenants
would also like to extend their thanks and raise a
virtual toast with one of Carolanne’s generously
measured drinks. Having been at Mission Place
since it opened in 2006, Carolanne says she
loves her job - the time has flown in and she is
looking forward to the next 15 years.

Trust tenants and
colleagues also work
closely with staff
from many other
organisations – this
is Ark staff member
Christine Fisher on
her retirement - she
worked at Beechill
Court in Forfar for
many years and has
met many people living
and working in Trust
housing in the area.

Update from our Board
Our Board members are all volunteers, and we have recently welcomed four new people to
the Board:
David Knight brings years of experience from Divisional and Regional Managing
Director roles in the housing sector, running a number of large building
companies. He has served as Board member for Homes for Scotland and the
National House Building Council, with key expertise in Asset Management,
Business Strategy, Leadership, Governance, Performance, and Internal Controls.

Ian Mitchell after he
received his Long
Service Award. Ian
has been with us for
15 years and will be a
familiar face to lots of
customers as he has
worked across many
locations.

Jane Holmes who
reached 20 years’
service at the Troon
development

Ian Gunning is the current Vice Chair of the Wishaw & District Local Area
Committee. Ian brings key skills in the areas of economics, customer services
and IT strategy, as well as experience in change management and performance.
Ian is accredited with BCS (British Computer Society) Professional Membership
and served on the Management Committee of the Wishaw & District Housing
Association. Trust made a commitment to Wishaw & District tenants, as part
of our Tenant Promises during the partnership, to have two Wishaw & District
representatives on the Trust Board. Alongside Nicky McLaughlin, Ian provides
this representation on the Board.

Ann Marie Budyn who
reached her 10 years’
service in Dumfries
on 5 October
Susan Roberts
who reached 10
years’ service
at West Lodge
Gardens.
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Kyle Ruparelia is a Qualified Chartered Accountant (ICAS) working as a Regional
Finance Director at CALA Homes, bringing key expertise to the Board in financial
planning & control, data analysis, strategy development and supporting positive
business change. Kyle is passionate about helping others and lending his skills to
an organisation that truly makes a difference in what they do.

Dr Norval Bryson is a Qualified Actuary with expertise from Managing Director
and Finance Director positions. He has key skills in accounting, actuarial, internal
audit, strategic planning and corporate development, and extensive experience
serving at Board level: Norval was a member of St. Andrews University Court,
served on the Investors Trust for the Church of Scotland and was appointed
by the Chancellor as an external member of one of the three Bank of England
Committees. Most recently, Norval served as Chair of the St. Columba’s Hospice
Board.
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Some of the people who kindly give freely of their time
Trust’s Annual General Meeting

Update from our Customer Panel

The four new Board members on the previous page were all appointed to the Board at our
recent 2021 Annual General Meeting, which was held in September. We held our Annual
General Meeting virtually using video conferencing and were able to connect with a number
of our Members who joined us on the video call. At the meeting we presented the annual
accounts and appointed our external auditors. We also had a number of interesting presubmitted questions from our Membership who could not attend the AGM.

Some of our tenants give freely of their time to study a specific topic and make
recommendations to the Board on how things could be better for tenants – these tenants
are known as the Trust Customer Panel.

As we were not able to hold the event in person this year due to COVID-19, we instead
recorded the meeting to share on our website. For anyone who is interested in watching the
AGM, the link below will give access to the video on the Trust website.

We have now been meeting in a virtual way for a few months and we are slowly coming to
terms with the technology! It’s usually a combination of some of us on laptops, some on
other devices and some on a speaker phone – but we all manage to contribute and have
our say! We’re all very proud of our technological progress – but it would be nice to gettogether in person! Maybe in 2022!

https://www.trustha.org.uk/customer-involvement/tenants-conference-agm/
We do very much hope that we can meet in person next September for the 2022 AGM.

Trust’s Annual Assurance Statement 2020/21
Each year, all social landlords must complete a self-assessment exercise and declare to the
Scottish Housing Regulator that they have met the Regulatory Standards of Governance
and Financial Management. The focus on self-assessment is to provide assurance that
governance arrangements are effective and appropriate for the organisation, and most
importantly that the organisation is compliant. The landlord must then issue an Annual
Assurance Statement.
In view of the prolonged and ongoing impact of the Coronavirus pandemic in the UK, the
Regulator has again asked landlords to specifically consider, for 2020/21, the impact of
COVID-19 on our compliance with regulatory and statutory requirements.
The Board reviewed last year’s governance self-assessment to gain assurance that
Trust complies fully with the regulatory standards. For the COVID-19 aspect of the selfassessment, we have used a COVID-19 toolkit - provided by the Scottish Federation of
Housing Associations (SFHA) - to examine in detail the impact of the pandemic on Trust.
We spent some time considering each section of the toolkit to review Trust’s response to
the pandemic, the impact on the business and our compliance with regulatory and legal
obligations.
The overall conclusion was that Trust fully meets the regulatory standards of governance
and financial management. Through the self-assessment process and the evidence bank
collated, the Board was provided with a strong level of assurance. The full details of our
Annual Assurance Statement can be found on the Trust website.
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The Panel Chair, Lynda Fisher from Kirk Loan in Edinburgh, updates us on the Panel’s
current project:

The topic that we are currently scrutinising is how “safe and secure” tenants feel in their
homes, and how they could feel safer – anything we discover, we will report to the Trust
Board next spring.
It has been a fascinating topic for us all
so far. We have learned such a lot about
all the different ways that Trust takes
responsibility for our safety – from lifts,
to fire safety, to legionella, to COVID and
infection control. And we have still to
meet with staff in relation to things like
Adult Support and Protection, Anti-Social
Behaviour and cyber safety.
Usually, we like to get out and about
visiting other developments as part of
our research, but this is obviously not
possible at the moment. So we are
involved in lots of phone calls with lots
of tenants across the country as an
alternative way to gather views. Thank
you to everyone who has kindly spoken
with us – it’s really important that we hear
many different opinions.
If you have any opinions about anything relating to feeling safe and secure, please contact
Katrina Hamilton on katrinah@trustha.org.uk or 07815 923 774 and she will make sure the
Panel members get to know what you think – or she will help one of us to set up a call to
chat with you.
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Some of the people who kindly give freely of their time
Would you be interested in joining
the Trust Customer Panel?
Are you enthusiastic about improving things for all
Trust tenants through looking at “the big picture”?
Are you keen to learn so you can discuss things calmly
and in an informed and balanced way?
If so, please contact Katrina on
KHamilton2@trustha.org.uk or 0131 444 4956 for an
easy-to-complete Application From.
WDH Satisfaction Survey
Tenants also help us out by kindly filling in surveys and questionnaires to help us improve
services.
Thank you to everyone who has returned their maintenance survey - we have had a return
of 113 responses for the period July to September. Congratulations to our winners who will
receive a £20 shopping voucher.

July 2021			

Mrs A Queen

August 2021		

Mrs E Scott

September 2021		

Mr J McMahon

Being kind to everybody ….
getting to know everyone better

Trust has always been an organisation that works hard to respect every single tenant and employee,
regardless where they come from or what they believe (and regardless of everything else that makes
every single person special and different).
We need to do this on an individual basis, but we also need to do it on an organisational basis, with
a clear understanding of who our customers are and how we can better support you and design
services that meet your needs. If, for example, we know that many of our tenants have a disability
caused by arthritis, then we can look again at the design of things like window handles and taps; if
the information we gather tells us that all our tenants are heterosexual, then we would have to look at
all our marketing and other materials to understand why people with other sexualities are not applying
for our housing. The more info we gather, the better an understanding we will have of what we need
to improve to be as open and inclusive an organisation as possible.
Part of this work means collecting information on people’s “protected characteristics”, as required by
the Scottish Housing Regulator. This means that surveys will be sent out shortly, and your local staff
may be talking to you about a range of personal topics:
• age

• marriage and civil partnership • religion or belief

• disability

• pregnancy and maternity

• sex

• gender reassignment

• race

• sexual orientation

We are hopeful that most tenants will be willing to answer some or all of these questions, but please
be assured that you are not obliged to – you can opt out of some or all of the survey if you wish. But
please remember, the more information we have, the better our services will be.
If you have any queries about this, please contact Joyce Laing on 0131 444 4921
or JoyceL@trustha.org.uk

Random acts of kindness for
anyone and everyone – why
don’t we all do some?
Maybe we should think of the 12 Days
of Christmas as a good excuse to be
randomly kind in random ways to random
people – making ourselves feel good and
spreading a little happiness on the way.
Your own ideas will be the best, but if you
need some inspiration, you might find it
at Kindness.org - How Will You Impact
Someone’s Life Today?
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Kind Neighbour Awards
Thank you to all our wonderful tenants for all their kindness to one-another over the past few months.
The nominations we received were truly heart-warming. Finding just two winners was just impossible
– see for yourself whether you could pick only two! So everyone is a winner – everyone nominated
has been sent a prize, along with our warmest thanks and appreciation.

I would like to nominate two kind neighbours – Alice and Bob. They have both
worked really hard in Schaw Court gardens – before, during the pandemic and
now – keeping the gardens “blooming” lovely. They have given great pleasure
to tenants looking out from windows or when we could, walking round to
admire beautiful flowers and colours. Bob would at times cut some flowers and
give them to tenants to have fresh flowers in their home. This was a very kind
gesture and much appreciated – Alice would always help the most vulnerable
tenants and give them hot soup in wintertime and also making sure when
necessary they got to and from hospital visits and whatever they had to do. All
in all very kind neighbours who are genuinely considerate of the needs of others.
They have both done so much for tenants at Schaw Court it would be nice for
them to be recognised.

I am sure that there are similar stories of help, support and kindness all across the country – reading
these fabulous stories of kindness and neighbourliness will bring a smile to your face!

Bob and
Alice Schaw Court,
Bearsden

As a new tenant to the property, moving in during the pandemic, Bob and Alice
have gone out of their way to provide a friendly and kind face, welcoming us to
the development.
Being housebound, I spend all day looking out onto my veranda and it brightens
my day to view the beautiful gardens they have worked so hard at maintaining.
They work so hard on the gardens and plants and it really does show. Bob has
also gone out of his way to come to our flat and fix our broken hanging basket,
after merely mentioning it to him once. It really made a difference to us knowing
that we have such kind thoughtful neighbours.
Throughout the pandemic these two individuals, worked together and alone,
to enhance the quality of all our tenants lives with the beautiful flowers planted
and cared for by them both. Bob paid for these flowers and cost a great deal
of money. He and Alice spent many, many hours attending to these, nurturing
them and having them look their best. Alice also runs our coffee mornings
(outside) every Tuesday morning which tenants had missed for such a long
time. We all have great respect and admiration for them both. It would be
wonderful to have them recognised for all the time and effort they have given to
many at Schaw Court.

Ernie Glen Estate,
Brodick

Ernie has been a kind and very helpful neighbour. He walks to the Co-op store
in Brodick and hands in my shopping list, as well as shopping for magazines,
newspapers and any other requirements. He does this for a couple of other
tenants at Glen Estate too. He is wonderful and has been throughout the
pandemic.

John Glen Iosal,
Tobermory

John is a front-line worker at the Co-op in Tobermory who has done (and still
does) shopping for residents who cannot shop themselves. 7 days a week
he has done this and has been working also, serving in the Co-op. John as a
person is a quiet gentleman. And also a good hearted person too.
I for one have benefitted from John’s help as other residents did. He was doing
shopping for us every day and keeping us safe. He is still doing it now. We are
all very grateful for all he has done this past 18 months.
John has been a very helpful neighbour to me and other tenants at Glen Iosal,
Tobermory during the pandemic. Our lives changed in so many ways, we
were all affected by the virus, before we realised it we were in a lockdown or
shielding. During this time John continued to work full time, he went out of his
way to shop for us before or after his job and even on his days off. He brought
us groceries, newspapers, tv magazines, posted letters, the list goes on and
he even checked on the shelves for items that were in short supply at the time,
or were difficult to get e.g. toilet rolls etc. He would appear at the door with a
cheery smile always ready for a chat and remembering to bring the something
we had previously needed. Life is now thankfully getting back to a new
normality, we are still being cautious, but managing to do more for ourselves.
John is still a kind thoughtful man offering to help when needed. Doing good
deeds in his own quiet way.

These two are incredible – they both run events in the Lounge where they invite
other tenants to enjoy music tea coffee and a wee buffet when the Lounge is
open. Also make our gardens an amazing place to relax.
Both should be nominated for their hard work year after year making our
gardens beautiful. More so through these times – cheers us up!
Our gardens are kept lovely by Bob and Alice – passers-by comment on how
amazing the flowers and colours are. This being the first Trust development –
makes us proud of our surroundings. Huge thanks to Alice and Bob. Not only
our flowers but ageing garden furniture kept in great repair
Their combined horticultural regular daily contribution to the attractive
appearance of the complex has been enormous by brightening the entrance
and surrounding areas and providing we co-residents with much appreciated
good cheer – especially during the era of doom and gloom.
Great job that both these tenants do. They work hard and our gardens are full of
colour.
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Chaz –
McKelvie
Road,
Lamlash

Chaz has shown kindness to several tenants. He has drove people to the local
hospital to attend appointments and to visit at the nursing home. He picks up
newspapers daily for neighbours. He is always helpful and cheerful and will help
anyone. He always has a smile for everyone.
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Fiona –
Victoria
Court, Ayr

All through the pandemic, Fiona has been a true friend and support to myself
and many other tenants who needed help. Making home-made soup every
lunchtime. Getting scones and cakes from local bakers. Phoning me and others
for a chat twice a day. Sharing her dinner with other tenants and allowing her
dog into my house now and then to keep me company. Fiona is now back
at work but continues getting people shopping and sharing her soup and
meals with me. As I am virtually blind and totally housebound, I’ve asked my
coordinator to write my words. I can’t thank Fiona enough for her help and
kindness over the last 18 months.

Steven –
Ashgrove
Court,
Newton
Stewart

During the pandemic, nothing was too much trouble, helping anyone who
couldn’t get out. Steven would take my mum to the doctor, hospital, shopping.
If any of the neighbours needed anything he was always helping anyone who
needed it.

John –
South
Garden,
Lauder

John would always ask if I needed anything at the shops. He is very thoughtful
and nothing is a bother. He even took me to a dental appointment as he said
he didn’t want me using public transport at a time when we didn’t know if the
buses were running or not. A few days, he brought me flowers, just to cheer me
up he said, even though I told him I was very well and had no problems at all. In
my humble opinion, he’s just a very kind and thoughtful person.

Joe –
Houldsworth
Court,
Wishaw

He puts others first. He’ll pop to the shops if anybody needs anything. And
remove any litter that’s lying about. You can ask him anything and he’ll do it if he
can. He’s such a nice fella, very trustworthy. He loves having something to do,
helping others.

Judith –
Neil Gunn
Road,
Dunbeath

I have been housebound all the time of the pandemic. During that whole of that
time, Judith my neighbour has been visiting every day and doing shopping,
collecting prescriptions, checking up in general on all things to do with my
welfare, especially after I had a surprise bout of chickenpox which was very
unexpected at my age. With that, and being over 80, plus arthritis, it would have
been very difficult indeed without Judith’s help and kindness. My relatives live in
England with families of their own, so they were not able or advised to travel.

Chris North Church
Street,
Callander

I nominate my neighbour Chris. She comes in to see me every morning. When I
was unwell, she did my shopping for me. She also makes me laugh.
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Jim North Street,
Callander

Jim is a great help to everyone. This past year has not been easy for anyone,
especially for those who don’t have any immediate family. Jim was happy to
oblige when approached by myself and other neighbours to deal with some
of the household problems we faced and could not manage on our own. He
dealt with them, always with a cheery smile. He was extremely helpful and
compassionate. Everybody would be so grateful to have a neighbour like Jim.
Although I don’t see him very often, I know he’s there and will come to my
assistance should I need him. When I tripped and fell in the street and was
taken to hospital in Larbert in an ambulance, he came all that way to take me
home to Callander.

Cath Drumlanrig
View,
Thornhill

There are several of us within our development that would like to nominate
Cath. Cath isn`t a big help to any individual, she is a big help to several of us,
and has been for years. She rallies around looking out for others. During the
Pandemic there has been no change in that Cath has still been up and down
the street for various messages for folk and there are several of us that she
gets a daily paper for. Cath has been known to feed cats in tenants’ absence,
and let dogs out for the toilet. She is currently taking a tenant’s wee dog out
each morning for a walk!! If the circumstances allow, she will sit and chat over a
coffee to offer a little company.
Cath is a very humble lady who offers help selflessly. She may be a tad
embarrassed by this nomination, but we feel that she deserves recognition for
all the good that she does for her neighbours, and has done for many years.
Many thanks Cath from several of us (past and present).

Martin North Church
Street,
Callander

From the start of the lockdown, Martin has always kept an eye on me. Each day
we made sure we went to each other’s door to check we were ok and coping.
When I was allowed to work in the garden again, Martin helped me to move
plants and stayed with me for company. Social contact is so important. Nothing
is too much trouble for Martin and he is a caring neighbour.

Carol North Church
Street,
Callander

I moved here in January 2021 and Carol has been so kind and helpful. At first
I locked myself out a few times and she came to my rescue. A good friendly
neighbour indeed.

Agnes Bedford
Court, Alloa

Agnes fell and broke her shoulder falling over in my front garden. I helped to
assist as much as I could and she repaid me when I needed help. It was bad
enough trying to cope through the pandemic and knowing she was there for me
was a great help and support which I feel she truly deserves something for her
kindness.
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Betty Hunthill
Road, High
Blantyre

Betty is a diamond. She gets shopping for others. She picks up newspapers
and delivers them to tenants that can’t manage to get out. Helps others with
washings. She is excellent at helping tenants who are living with dementia. She
knits blankets for tenants. Anything she is asked to do, she helps.

Lavinia Strathtay
Avenue,
Netherlee

My neighbour Lavinia noticed during the early days of the COVID Pandemic that
I was feeling low as not having the usual contact with my family whom I saw
regularly. Lavinia chatted with me and encouraged me to go out a daily walk
with her, something I would not have considered or done on my own previously
as I have a slight mobility issue, although we didn`t walk great distances, just
being out in the fresh air and having company, conversation and shared laughter
during this period and the people we met along the way helped to cheer me up
immensely, this has been such a boost for my mental wellbeing, we continue to
go walks though not daily as now restrictions have eased and I am able to see
my family again, as is she.

Cathie West Lodge
Gardens,
Alloa

She also invested a lot of time and effort into making the gardens in the
retirement block a bright, colourful, cheerful and lovely smelling area that give all
the tenants in the retirement block a lot of pleasure. Particularly her neighbour
who is not able to get outside much, who says “She has kept me going, if I
need a blether she will chat and have a laugh with me out the window and if I
need help with anything, Cath is there to lend a hand or a listening ear. There
is a lot more I could say about Cathie but suffice to say we could all do with a
Cathie as a neighbour and a friend and I am happy to say that I have her as
both.”

During the pandemic Lavinia offered to get me and some other neighbours
groceries as she has a car and she was aware that I was not happy with using
public transport due to COVID and that I and some others would struggle to
carry items home the distance from the local supermarket, now that restrictions
have eased Lavinia takes me out once week in her car so I can do my own
shop. I would like to say a big THANK YOU! to Lavinia and nominate her and
give her recognition for all the support and kindness she has shown me, I feel
very privileged to have such a lovely thoughtful neighbour.

Wendy Bedford
Court, Alloa

Wendy broke her wrist when she fell outside her front door. I assisted her to
dress and bathe when she had her plaster cast on and where her family were
working I done some shopping for her. She is a lovely neighbour.

Dougie –
Old Street,
Girvan

Dougie is a friend. He goes walks with me and talks to me.

Rosemary
and
Margaret
- Dunrobin
Gardens,
Airdrie

We have had a number of nominations for the kind neighbour awards for
Rosemary and her mother Margaret. We believe at Dunrobin Gardens that
Rosemary and her mum Margaret could share a prize for their kindness that
they show to other tenants and staff every day. Both tenants go above and
beyond helping other tenants with shopping, Laundry and errands they can
help out with. The support given to others has made a great difference and
we would like them to know that their help and support has been much
appreciated.
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Cathie is the kind of neighbour everyone should have. She is a friendly, cheery
person who will go out of her way to help in any way she can. Pre-covid you
would always find Cathy helping out at coffee mornings, bingo afternoons,
charity and entertainment events cheering other tenants up with a song or a
wee dance. During the pandemic, she made it her business to continue this
tradition by being there for all her neighbours, visiting (when permitted) other
tenants to keep loneliness at bay, making her legendary table to sell to raise
money for various charities, and keeping an eye on their general health and
wellbeing.

Cathy is a marvellous person. She has been there for me when I needed it
most. Cathy noticed I was having difficulties with my health and was battling to
get across to do my washing. She started taking my washing across and doing
it for me every Saturday. She has also helped me on occasion when I needed
medical attention. It is very reassuring to myself and my daughter that she is
there. I know she would do this for any of us and she shows care and concern
for everyone.
Cathy is most deserving of this award and in fact hers was the name that
immediately came to mind. Cathie’s kindness is not fleeting or momentary. She
is consistently and genuinely caring and kind and this is especially important
when caring and kindness is most needed. She is a reminder to us all when we
are feeling a bit crabbit or moany, how important it is to get or give a smile and
perform some small kindness for someone.

Madge –
Old Street,
Girvan

She would do anything for anyone if she can. She is always there for me. She is
more like family to me.

Anna –
Old Street,
Girvan

Anna checks on me and sometimes makes me lunch.

Because she visits me every day. If I need anything she will go out of her way to
help me. I have known Madge for over 20 years.
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Digital developments
Wi-Fi – Coming soon
to a development near you!

Trust’s 4-year plan to roll-out Wi-Fi to all its
staﬀed developments across Scotland has been
making great progress.
Below is a list of the next planned developments:
•

Bowmore

•

Tobermory

•

Govan

•

Joppa

•

Langholm

The development will be “ﬂood-filled” which
means that you’ll be able to connect to the
Wi-Fi across all communal areas and in every
home too.

HOWEVER!

•

If other work is taking place at a development
at the same time, such as central heating
being installed, then this may delay the install
by a few weeks. We would not normally run
the two projects at the same time.

Halloween
Lots of COVID safe antics for Halloween

At High Blantyre

At Mission Place

We work very hard to keep to our plan where
practical, but things happen that are outwith our
control, so the above reasons are by no means
exhaustive.
As well as connecting each development to the
rest of Trust, the Wi-Fi installation has also been
really positive for many individual tenants. For
example, Brian Dodds, from Ashgrove Court in
Newton Stewart is making good use of his I-Pad
from ‘Keeping Scotland Connected’.
Brian uses his device to video call his son most
days. Brian particularly enjoys his son’s cooking
demonstrations and has now progressed to food
shopping via the ‘Snappy Shopper App’ with
support from the staff team (we are all learning
together!).

There are a number of reasons that can either
change or delay the planned installation.
Typical reasons for changing are:
•

When the order goes through to install the
broadband service we are informed the
cabinet has been fully utilised and there are
no spare services left. This can delay an install
for a number of months as it usually involves
significant work to add an additional cabinet.

•

A development can be prioritised due to
receiving funding to purchase a Kiosk and
training. The funding must be used, and
the benefits to our tenants presented to the
funding authority, within a certain timescale.
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Winnie the witch gave a few frights as she
distributed goody bags round the development,
with thanks to Agnes and Flo for joining in the fun
and dressing up.

Some of our tenants enjoying time with their
named worker Sharon Richardson - named
workers have started to encourage tenants out
of their flats for small activities
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At Nairn

Raising funds for Macmillan despite
the pandemic

The tenants all enjoy these meals and it gives them something to look forward to when they are not
able to enjoy the usual get-togethers in the lounge.

Stranraer team members Davida Johnston,
Jeanette Alexander, Maureen McDowall & Nadia
Alexander also tenant’s grandson Glen helping.

Stephanie and Maureen have been providing “Meals on Wheels” to tenants since last March – this
varies from 2 or 3 course lunches, soup and pudding, free soup days and, of course, Stephanie’s
monthly baking treats. Some of the latest meals have been – macaroni cheese, sausage, mash and
gravy and a delicious apple and bramble crumble with custard.

We held our annual MacMillan Coffee Morning
in the development. A table full of raffle prizes
were collected, which helped to raise an amazing
£488.65 from donations from tenants, families,
staff, the Stranraer community and businesses which is very much appreciated.
Donations by Simpsons Bakery, family of tenants,
gift vouchers from our butcher Frasers and
Barbour’s shop to name just a few of many.
Their newest “special” meal was a buffet-style Halloween themed lunch including spooky mummified
sausages, sandwiches, quiche, scary bat shortbread, ghost cookies, mini pumpkin pies, Halloween
cupcakes and a selection of Halloween chocolates.

At Govan

Ruby Costley has recently left the
Govan development, but kindly
left behind some of her great
paintings on the walls. Some of
the paintings she left included her
coronavirus cats (corona cats)
- she wasn’t pleased with how
they turned out and thought they
looked scary but we did have
a laugh about them summing
up how that year had been for everyone and they added a certain
something to the display for Halloween. She will be sadly missed
at this development but her son will be keeping in touch and let us
know how she is doing.
And here are some of her other paintings – much admired by the
Govan visitors and residents:
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Another amazing example of how a community
cares and works to make a difference to the lives
of families who have loved ones suffering from
cancer - every year a MacMillan Cancer event is
run and organised by the tenants of Glen Iosal in
Tobermory.
This year, despite the pandemic an amazing
£1,404, was raised.
Well done to all involved again this year. Because
of covid we sold raffle tickets at £10. Over 90
raffle prizes were donated by tenants and the
local community.
So without having to make a coffee or bake a
cake we still managed to raise this great amount
and our waistlines didn’t increase!
And tenants at Caldercruix held a raffle for
Macmillan Cancer Support, having a varied
selection of prizes. They managed to raise a
great amount of £347. The local shop there very
kindly donated £100 of this. They are proud to
take part in this year after year.
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Famous faces
Some tenants have started to create a Famous
Faces corner in the development – photos of
anyone famous they’ve ever encountered. Here
are a few for starters …
Govan tenant Gaetano Dellacorte worked on
the buses and was invited to drive the famous
Joanna Lumley and our very own Janie Godley
the day they were filming in Glasgow. He is also
pictured below with singer Jim Diamond.

Happy Days
Lauder tenants had a day out to visit the Jim
Clark Bistro in Duns followed by a trip to the
Jim Clark Museum which is also in Duns. We
watched a couple of short films about his racing
career and saw a third of the trophies he had
won which were on display.
Pictured are tenants: Terry Anderson, Neil
Strangeways, John Borthwick, Jean Landells,
Carol Batchelor, Ann Miller and Peggie Moffat

A Wedding

Newton Stewart tenants celebrated the Wedding
of Mr Alan & Mrs Ann Patterson on Saturday,
24 July 2021 at Minnigaff Parish Church then
onto Creebridge House Hotel, Minnigaff for the
celebrations. The Wedding was attended by
family and friends of the couple and staff from the
Development. A good time was had by all. Health
& happiness for many years ahead!

An Anniversary

Mr and Mrs Shaw from Stranraer celebrating
their 50th Wedding Anniversary in May.
Pictured with their flowers from Trust.
Congratulations!

Please supply
Hi-Res image

A Birthday

Ella Benson celebrated her 101st Birthday in
September 2021. Many Happy Returns! She was
the first tenant who moved into Manse Court,
East Calder 37 years ago.
Ella had a lovely day with family and friends
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Memories of Summer
Wishaw

Strawberry knickerbocker glory sundaes
delivered to the residents’ doors at Houldsworth
Court, Wishaw - a wee sweet treat for the
residents to enjoy for summer and also
Wimbledon.

Trust Sunflower competition

Lauder

Here is John Borthwick who won our sunflower
competition at South Garden in Lauder. The
sunflower measured 50”. Well done!

Helmsdale

A fabulous sunflower display at Farr Crescent in
Helmsdale, as well as their other lovely plants,
tended by tenants

Tenants at Parkhead Court, Dumfries threw
themselves into the Trust Sunflower competition.
With 17 sunflowers still in the running in July it
was always going to be a close competition with
Anne Wilson (pictured standing with yellow
rosette) in the lead for most of it. A change of pot
and careful watering and tying up meant that
Anne was overtaken by Margaret McDougall
(pictured sitting second from the left) and then
the eventual winner (Jan Hobbs – not pictured)
took the lead. There was also some controversy
as George Ramsay had his flower snapped in
two ……. But with no witnesses to this!

Sunflower competition

Sunflower competition – everyone’s a winner!
But these were the top two!

In the photo we have from left to right:
Doris Morris who took 4th place
Margaret McDougall who took 2nd place
Anne Wilson who took 3rd place
Janet Irving who accepted 1st place on behalf of
Jan Hobbs (the winner)
Dorothy Struthers who took 6th place.
At Millar Park in
Hamilton
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Rudy at Newton
Stewart

A sunflower cup was given to Jan with rosettes
and cuddly sunflower gnome for 2nd and 3rd
place.
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Outdoor fun at Thornhill

The tenants at Thornhill purchased a gazebo which enabled them to meet up whatever the weather
before the restrictions allowed them to meet inside. It was altogether a huge success, providing a
meeting point for regular cuppas, some birthday doo`s, a couple of BBQs, and latterly some beetle
drives (a hilarious afternoon’s entertainment!)
The gardens were as spectacular as ever this summer thanks to an awful lot of time and dedication
from tenants of their own wee areas, and of the communal gardens. Beautiful.
A big shout out especially to Wilma and Millie for their gardening expertise and hard work on the
communal areas. And, Ian, who also spends a lot of time sprucing up the benches and flower boxes
and helping to water them. The hard work is much admired by all, including many passers-by.

Prize winning Callander – Coordinator
Helen Fay tells us all about it

Callander tenants faced a lot of uncertainty and
ended up feeling a bit lost and confused as to
how to move forward through the pandemic,
but their communal garden became a place of
connection were people came together and
formed good relationships and got physically
active.
It soon became apparent that the garden was
becoming a source of relaxation, comfort and
enjoyment to all who used it. Tenants and staff
alike have seen how finding a connection with
plants and the environment has helped our
wellbeing, improved our quality of life, sense of
achievement and community belonging.
Throughout the last twenty months I have seen
tenants at their very lowest point in their lives and
a few of whom found it hard to see a positive
future. At these times, gardening gave them
something to look forward to and helped build
resilience. The garden became full of interesting
detail - plants, pests, colour, texture, scent and
sound. Tenants felt valued for the contribution
they made to their wonderful garden. The garden
has become a special peaceful space with
restorative qualities that can work wonders when
we are stressed and under pressure.

We also had a tenant (97 years young) who was
blind with mobility issues. Her family, who were
her main carers, described what the garden
looked like and what plants and flowers were
there. This brought great joy to this wonderful
lady who had been a keen gardener herself.
We have a tenant who created planters to grow
lettuce, rhubarb and tomatoes.
Tenants’ families would visit and they would meet
in the garden to get a much needed injection
of family love. The garden has brought great
comfort to a lot of tenants. As we start to come
out of the pandemic, the garden remains a focal
point to many and we are sure it will be a lasting
legacy for years to come.
I feel so proud of the tenants and what they have
archived throughout the pandemic. Staff and
tenants together - we certainly got each other
through some difficult times.
The tenants won first prize (2021) for best kept
garden in Callander.

The tenants are very proud of the community
garden they have created. They are very proud
of the fact that the garden is inclusive to all.
Throughout the pandemic the garden was a focal
point for tenants to walk round, or view from
their windows; it was also a great talking point.
They created five seating areas so that tenants
could feel safe and secure while sitting in the
garden. We have a tenant who loved cutting the
grass with his cordless fly mower - it was a joy to
watch, to see how much contentment he got out
of being in the garden and in the fresh air.
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Mission Place through the year …..

Back in spring staff and tenants got into the garden to spruce up the space for all to enjoy as most
of our summer activities would have to take place outside. The creation of a sensory garden was
our goal where garden guests could reflect on their environment in an interesting and tranquil place
and where they would have their senses stimulated by a wide variety of sounds, smells, sights and
things to touch. By summer we had a wide selection of herbs to enjoy both visually and culinary and
specially chosen sensory plants were thriving alongside our usual bedding displays and hanging
baskets. The tenants would like send a huge thank you to staff members Carolanne and Janice
for helping to set up the garden bedding displays which were supplemented by the tinkling of wind
chimes and for a change were blessed with some nice sunny summer days. We have had numerous
outdoor events including a Mayday garden party, picnic lunches, get-togethers, and garden strolls.

Tobermory

The tenants at Glen Iosal Tobermory on the
Isle of Mull decided they would like to create a
Ceilidh Corner, an area outside where they could
get together following the COVID guidelines,
where we could chat, knit, have a laugh and
the occasional wee glass of wine, for medicinal
purposes of course!
This has proved to be a great success and is
such a colourful corner and really pleasant to look
at. Tenants planted flowers and tubs.
This was funded by residents and their families,
Friends of Glen Iosal and staff.
This has made a great difference to tenants’
mental health and helped them to meet up with
other tenants and start to socialise again in a safe
way.

A recent highlight was some afternoon entertainment which was provided by the singer Christian who
is well known to the tenants having spent many years appearing in local clubs and pantomimes.

As summer gave way to autumn the garden colours are changing with the season and getting ready
for their winter sleep so it is timely that we can gather indoors again. We extend a warm welcome
back to tenants returning to the dining room after a long absence; albeit in limited numbers at the
moment but look forward to having everyone back when it is safe to do so, hopefully sooner rather
than later.
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Out and About

Ann Millar with Jean Landells

Ann Millar with John Borthwick

Peggie Moffat enjoying her fish and chips

COVID has meant that very few development
trips have taken place, but South Garden in
Lauder tenants did venture out for a day trip to
Anstruther and could not resist some tasty fish
and chips. The weather was very kind and it
was lovely and warm. On our return journey we
stopped at the Bridges for a stroll and a coffee.
Everyone thought it was a most enjoyable day.
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Twelve ways to get through the winter
1 Remember the roses

3 Start a new collection

4 Get outside whenever you can – a quick game of Bingo maybe?

This lovely image was sent in anonymously but is
too pretty to ignore – when it’s drieich and dark
it’s good to remember that the sun will shine
again soon.

George Faichney in Stranraer has a lovely hobby
of collecting classic cars, planes, tanks as well
as buying lorries and painting them himself with
logos on the side that mean something to him.
He has one that is not quite finished yet with his
son’s company on it. George has really enjoyed
doing this through lockdown and they look
wonderful.

South Garden tenants enjoyed their Bingo Afternoons outdoors – sunnier days then. But could it still
be possible to wrap up warm and have a speedy game on warmer days through the winter?

2 Can I paint you a picture?
Stranraer tenant Marilyn Walker has been busy in
her spare time in lock down painting by numbers
and has finished this lovely master piece which
staff have framed and hung up in development
for all to enjoy.
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Twelve ways to get through the winter
5 Or have some games indoors – in a socially distanced way!

8 Get crafty!

Tenants at Germiston Crescent in East Kilbride having a ball but staying safe!

Some of the Launder tenants participated in
making some Gonks which are fiddly but easy
to make.
You will need two different colours of wool,
an empty kitchen or toilet roll, a book, a small
amount of stuffing, glue gun, fluffy nose, eyes
(if you want) and scissors.

6 Do something for someone else
Lockdown knitting from the Carmunnock Knitting
Bee was all collected and sent to the local
Labour Ward for the wee babies. Tenant Mary
Belch has run the Knitting Bee for 26years.

7 Read a good book
We’d love to start a Book Group across the
country, with recommendations and reviews from
tenants. We could even have different groups –
for crime, romance, kids, non-fiction, whatever!
If you’d be keen to participate in any way,
or even if you just have a recommendation
or a review, please contact Katrina Hamilton
on 0131 444 4956 or katrinah@trustha.org.uk
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First to make the hat. Cut a piece of empty
kitchen/ toilet roll about 2 cm. Wrap the wool
around the book until it is fairly thick, then cut
it once to make strands of wool. You then take
a strand and double it. Now loop it through the
toilet/kitchen roll so that you are left with two
strands. Repeat this until the entire roll is covered
and you are left with lots of strands. Gather the
strands together and tie them, then fill your hat
with stuffing and clip your hat bobble into shape.
You then get the next colour of wool to make
the beard and wrap it around the book. Make it
chunky then cut it once. Ensure that the strands
are laid out flat, then tie a piece of wool around
the centre of the strands. Using a glue gun, glue
the circumference of the hat and place your
beard with the middle parting so that it sticks.
Glue your nose on. Then trim your beard to
whatever you want.
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Twelve ways to get through the winter

12 Days of Christmas Wordsearch

9 Have some outdoor entertainment

10 Keep your brain active

Kirk James (a well-known entertainer in the Central Belt) set up his kit outdoors at Houldsworth Court
in Wishaw, and while some tenants joined him in the garden, others just safely watched and listened
from their window.

Enjoy some puzzling.
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Recipe
11	  Cook our Winter Warmer Recipe

12 Stay safe – COVID is still with us

Make a cheap, tasty and warming meal
for all the family, or enjoy and then freeze
some in individual portions for another day

Winter
Veg Soup
Ingredients to serve 6
• 2 tbsp oil
• 1 sliced onion
• 3 sliced garlic cloves
• 2 carrots, cut into chunks
• 2 turnips, cut into chunks
• 1 large potato, cut into chunks
• 1 large parsnip, cut chunks
• 2 heaped tsp paprika (sweet), plus extra
to serve
• 1 heaped tsp hot smoked paprika

Method
Heat the oil in a large non-stick saucepan and fry
the onion and garlic gently for 5 minutes, or until
softened but not coloured, stirring occasionally.
While the onion is frying, cut the carrots, turnips,
potatoes and parsnip into chunks.
Add the chunks of vegetables to the pan with
the onion and garlic and cook over a low heat
for 5 minutes, or until beginning to soften, stirring
occasionally.
Stir in both the sweet and smoked paprika and
fry for a few minutes.
Add the tomatoes and the tomato purée into the
pan, increase the heat a little and cook for 2–3
minutes, stirring regularly.
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• 1 x 400g tin chopped tomatoes
• 1 tbsp tomato purée
• 125g / 4½oz chorizo sausage, sliced
(optional)
• 100g / 3½oz lentils
• 1.75 litres / 3 pints stock, made with 1
chicken stock cube
• 100g / 3½oz kale or other greens,
shredded
• salt and pepper
• soured cream or crème fraîche (if liked)

Add the chorizo, lentils and the stock into the
pan and bring to the boil.
Reduce the heat and simmer gently for 45
minutes, or until the vegetables and lentils are
tender, stirring every now and then.
Add the kale or greens to the pan with the
vegetables. Cook for 5 minutes or until softened,
stirring regularly.
Season the soup with salt and lots of freshly
ground black pepper.
Serve in deep bowls, with a dollop of soured
cream or crème fraîche and a sprinkling of
paprika if liked.

Keep
Calm
and

Stay
Cautious
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Reporting a Repair
We want to make sure your home is safe and secure. If you find a problem, we'll do our best to fix it
as soon as we can. If you do not want tradespeople in your house because of coronavirus, still
report the repair and we will do it when you wish in the future.

How to report a repair – why not call the Repairs Team direct?
Tenants can report repairs through local staff, or you can go straight through to the Repairs Team
for their expert help – just call us on 0845 241 7792 (during office hours).
If your repair is not an emergency, you can also contact the Team using the form on our website
https://www.trustha.org.uk/our-tenants/report-repair/
Or you can email us at RTeam@trustha.org.uk
Out of hours emergency repairs – If you need an emergency repair when Head Office is closed,
call 0345 604 4686 or contact Hanover by pulling your cord or pressing your pendant.

What is an emergency repair?
•

No heating, hot water or power

•

Burning smell or exposed wires

•

Smoke or carbon monoxide detector sounding continuously

•

Burst pipes or blocked drains

•

Total loss of water supply

•

If you can’t get into your property

•

Severe leakage from the roof

•

Dangerous or severely damaged roof tiles
This information is available in Braille, tape, large print and community languages.
To request a copy please use the contact details below.

Festive Season Closure

All offices will be closed between 2 pm on Friday 24 December 2021 and 9am on Wednesday
5 January 2022.
In an emergency, tenants should pull their cord or call 0345 604 4686.
With very best wishes for the Festive Season from everyone at Trust and WDH

Housing, Care &
Support Provider
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